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ABSTRAC
A
CT
We show
w that modu
ulation produ
ucts from lo
ocal oscillatoors in a variiety of comm
mercial camcorders
are couplled into the recorded au
udio track, creating
c
narrrow band time invarian
nt spectral feeatures.
These sp
pectral featu
ures, left la
argely intact by transccoding, com
mpression an
nd other foorms of
audiovisu
ual post proccessing, can encode characteristics oof specific caamcorders u
used to captu
ure the
audio filees, including
g the make and
a
model. Using data sets both doownloaded ffrom YouTu
ube and
collected under con
ntrolled labo
oratory con
nditions we demonstratte an averaage probabiility of
detection
n (Pd) appro
oaching 0.95
5 for identiification of a specific ccamcorder in a populaation of
thousand
ds of similarr recordings,, with a pro
obability of false alarm
m (Pfa) of ab
bout 0.11. W
We also
demonstrrate an averrage Pd of ab
bout 0.93 forr correct asssociation of make and m
model of cam
mcorder
based on
n compariso
on of audio spectral features extraacted from random YoouTube dow
wnloads
compared
d to a refereence library of spectral features caaptured from
m known maakes and moodels of
camcordeers, with a Pfa of 0.06. The
T method described caan be used in
ndependentlly or synergiistically
with ima
age plane-bassed techniqu
ues such as th
hose based u
upon Photo Response Noon-Uniformiity.
Keyworrds: camcorder identification, aud
dio forensicss, digital foorensics, phooto responsse nonuniformitty

INTRO
ODUCT
TION
Previous research efforts ha
ave develop
ped
numerous approach
hes for forrensic cam
mera
identifica
ation,
including
exploiting
nonhomo
ogeneous dark currents in cha
arge
coupled devices detected
d
by
b
integrating
multiple images [1], and similar approaches for
digital images
i
[2]. Photo Response
R
NonUniformiity (PRNU) has also been applied to
digital video
v
[3]. Techniques that explloit
digital post proceessing, such
h as MPE
EG
compresssion, have been
b
reporteed for tamper
and forg
gery detectiion [4]. Wh
hile PRNU is
robust and
a
useful, exploitation of the ima
age
plane is susceptible
s
to
t the deleteerious effectss of

© 2015 ADFSL
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pression, traanscoding, aand other foorms of
comp
post processing, such as croopping or rootating,
that lower PRN
NU estimattion accuraccy and
remo ve content d
details that carry PRNU
U noise
[5–9].. Some toolls available as free dow
wnloads
are sspecifically designed too alter the PRNU
patteerns withoutt having a n
negative imp
pact on
the u
underlying im
mage quality
y. An indep
pendent
(i.e., non-image plane) meaasure of cam
mcorder
identtification woould suppleement or cconfirm
classiification b
by PRNU-based cam
mcorder
identtification techniques.
n this pap
per we in
ntroduce a novel
In
techn
nique to id
dentify cam
mcorder mak
ke and
modeel by matching audio spectral aartifacts

P
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o
of camcordeer
produced by the operation
circuits
electronic
that
arre
internal
mcorder audiio
inadvertently coupled into the cam
gnature. We
W
track as a device-specific sig
he physical mechanism
m
that gives risse
examine th
to these spectral
s
artiifacts in th
he audio an
nd
assess the feasibility of
o using thesse features to
t
perform forensic identiification of the
t make an
nd
model of camcorder
c
ussed to record
d the subjecct
audio file or to link a particula
ar camcordeer
with a speccific audio fiile.

BACK
KGROU
UND
Over the last
l
decade the proliferation of low
wcost, hig
gh-resolution audio-vid
deo capturre
devices, co
ombined wiith the easse of digita
al
dissemination
over
the
intternet,
ha
as
revolutioniized the way we docum
ment life an
nd
communica
ate with others. Few hav
ve recognizeed
the magnittude of this trend: estim
mates indicatte
that 72 hours of video
v
are uploaded to
t
YouTube every
e
minute, and in 20
011 YouTub
be

had m
more than 1 trillion views, aboutt 140
views for every person oon Earth [10].
Unfortu
unately criiminals em
mploy the same
media to promoote nefarious and d
deeply
harmfu
ul activities ssuch as child
d exploitatioon.
Dozzens of different ccamcorders are
commeercially
av
vailable
w
worldwide,
with
populaar models in
ncluding Son
ny, Canon, JVC,
Panasoonic, Samsu
ung, Aiptek
k, and Viv
vitar.
These ccameras ran
nge in price ffrom tens too tens
of thou
usands of d
dollars. How
wever, all moodern
camcorrders incorrporate diggital logic that
implem
ments numerrous signal-processing ssteps.
For exxample, thee low-cost, consumer-ggrade
Aiptek A-HD 720p
p captures H
HD (1280 x 7720 ‒
16:9 asspect ratio) video clips at 30 framees per
second with H.264 video compression.
Figgure 1 contaains images of the Aipteek AHD 7200p circuitry.. There are tthree visible local
oscillattors which ooperate at 332.768 kHz, 14.3
MHz, aand 27.0 MH
Hz, respectiv
vely.

Figure 1. Cirrcuit Boards fro
om the Aiptek A-HD 720p, front (left), backk (right), Show
wing Local Oscillators
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These local oscillators are down converted
into a plurality of frequencies that control all
the functional aspects of the camcorder. For
example, the 32.728 kHz clock provides a
reference that likely serves as a real-time clock
in standby mode to run the logic that
initializes the camcorder electronics when a
user switches from “standby” to “on.” The 14.3
MHz oscillator is probably used for
communication between the Ambarella video
processing chip, used in this Aiptek device, and
flash memory [11, 12]. The 27 MHz local
oscillator probably controls numerous and
diverse video timing functions in the
camcorder, from luminance sampling (13.5
MHz) to PAL sub-carrier frequency (6.25 Hz)
[13].
These oscillators and associated circuitry
are highly integrated packages. The drive
toward miniaturization and cost containment
often conflicts with electronic design practices,
including the reduced use of shielding to
diminish electronic cross talk. The absence or
reduced level of inter-substrate shielding can
give rise to weak but measurable spectral
artifacts as modulation products of various
clocks are aliased onto recorded audio. It is
important to note that these “self-noise”
spectral artifacts do not degrade the
performance of any camcorder in a
commercially relevant way, because in any
normal
circumstances
the
electronically
coupled audio spectral features fall well below

© 2015 ADFSL

the audible noise level or lie outside the
audible frequency range. However, long
integration makes it possible to extract and
exploit these temporally invariant spectral
features. Because these features are related to
both the physical layout of the circuit board
and characteristics of component choices, we
conjecture the observed spectral artifacts are
essentially watermarks characteristic of a given
make and model of audio-visual recording
device. Given these artifacts are internally
generated and time invariant they are
essentially independent of the actual recorded
audio signal and the specific microphone used
on a given camcorder.
To evaluate this hypothesis, we captured
audio clips from a variety of prosumer- and
consumer-grade camcorders, stripped the audio
from the video files using AVSVideo Converter
6, and saved the associated audio in .wav file
format [14]. We subjected the resulting audio
files to spectral analysis using a short-time
Fourier transform, generally integrated for 10
to 30 seconds, with a 0.1 second overlap. The
resulting
spectrograms
clearly
show
narrowband time-invariant artifacts at tens to
hundreds of discrete frequencies (see Figure 2
as an exemplar). We then applied a peakpicking algorithm to the spectrogram and
frequency bands and declared detections in 20
percent or more of the spectrograms as
persistent bands.
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Figure 2.
2 Lofargram of
o Audio Spectrra Captured Using
U
an Aipte k HD Showingg Time-invariaant Spectral Feeatures
between 1000 Hz and 5000
5
Hz (left) and
a Associated Persistent Ban
nds (right)

aluated a to
otal of 11 different camccorder modeels from six (6) manufaccturers, inclu
uding
We eva
multiple seerial numberrs of the sam
me make and model, as enumerated
d in Table 11. In all casees we
found specctral artifacts in the cap
ptured audio
o. Occasionallly, we also observed Ellectric Frequ
uency
Noise (ENF
F) at 50 or 60 Hz causeed by couplin
ng with the power supp
ply [15]. We filtered out these
bands and
d their harm
monics and excluded th
hem from th
he present analysis as nuisance b
bands.
Observed narrow
n
band
d spectral features rema
ained consisttent within a given mak
ke and modeel but
showed ma
arked differen
nces among different ma
akes and moodels.
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Table 1
Camcorders Evaluated for Self-Excitation Audio Artifacts

Make
Aiptek
Aiptek
Aiptek
Canon
Canon
Canon
Samsung
Samsung
Samsung
Panasonic
Panasonic
JVC
Panasonic
Panasonic
Sony
Sony
Sony
Sony
Sony

Model
HSHD-v2t6
HSHD-v2t6
HD1PRO-z5x2
Vixia HFR300
Vixia HFR300
Vixia HFR300
hmx-q20
hmx-q20
hmx-q20
HCV500
HCV500
GYHM100U
HMC40P
HMC40P
SR15E
SR15E
FX7
HVRHD1000
HC62

Manufacturer
serial #
bru80006331
bru80002943
bod70009675
522464108369
522444111360
522474110541
A23ecn0c3000t1
a23ecn0c30006B
a23ecn0c30002w
e2tw00232
b2hg00718
155v6179
K9HK00076
GOHK00238
1520221
1521505
10005146
242902
130052

Having demonstrated the existence of selfexcitation spectral features in all captured
digital audio segments, we undertook a more
systematic survey of the different camcorders
to (1) minimize any environmental influences
in obtaining a catalogue of self-excitation noise
artifacts for different makes and models of
equipment, (2) determine the stability and
reproducibility of those features over time, and
(3) attempt classification based only on
recovered self-excitation features.
The spectral artifacts we observe are
generally narrow band and temporally
invariant at frequencies ranging from hertz to
several kilohertz. While very few pure tones
are found in environmental background to
minimize any chance for environmental

© 2015 ADFSL

Label
#
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
26

Tests
-isolation
11
11
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
0
0
21
18
20
13
12
14
11
2

TestsSound
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
8
7
9
9
4
0
4

influence we constructed an acoustic isolation
chamber to host controlled measurements. The
chamber, shown in Figure 3, consists of a onemeter cubic sheet steel enclosure with welded
seams completely lined on the inside with
melamine foam composite sound-absorbing
material. The front lid, also lined with soundabsorbing foam, is firmly sealed by four latches
[16]. In operation, the enclosure is grounded
through a lug and wire to the laboratory
ground bus bar. Further electromagnetic
isolation is achieved by turning off all power to
the lights, HVAC, and outlets in the RF screen
room where the tests took place. The enclosure
was not lined with Mu Metal and was not
intended to completely eliminate low-frequency
mains coupling. Multiple tests over a span of
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several

weeks
w

were

required

to

build

a

databaase of 204 isoolation cham
mber files.

Figure
F
3. Acousstic Isolation Test Chamber

2.1. PH
HYSICA
AL
MEC
CHANIS
SM
An initial assessment
a
revealed
r
that all isolatio
on
chamber data
d
files contained
c
tiime-invarian
nt
spectral arrtifacts. We then underrtook a morre
detailed asssessment off the underly
ying physica
al
mechanism
m.
The low
w cost of the consumer--grade Aipteek
720 HD made
m
this camcorder
c
attractive
a
fo
or
physical asssessment. We
W removed
d the housin
ng
and moun
nted the exposed
e
priinted circuiit
boards on a bench, as shown in Figure 4. Usin
ng
a Detectu
us EMC scanner,
s
wee applied a
Lagrange LB
L 3 probee to the Aip
ptek 720 HD
D

Page 40

camcorrder circuit board at fixed posiitions
relativee to the boaard definition
n file [17]. Siignals
detecteed by the prrobe were am
mplified usin
ng 20
dB wid
deband (10 kHz–2.5 GH
Hz) Sonomaa 330
instrum
ment amplifiiers and recoorded on a Gage
12400 USB memoory device [18]. As thiss test
did
not
req
quire
preecise
tem
mporal
synchroonization, w
we manually
y initiated rrecord
on thee camcorderr at the saame approxiimate
time ass the start oof digitizer ccapture. In other
words, the camcorrder was reccording norm
mally
during the probe p
placement aand data cap
pture.
The prrobe capturee rate was seet at 100 MH
Hz for
0.1 secconds. Figurre 5 shows a representtative
spectru
um of thee recorded
d probe siignal.
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Figgure 4. Disasseembled Aiptek 720HD Camco rder on the Deetectus EMC Sccanner Test Beench1.

Figuree 5. Spectrum of
o Lagrange Probe Data Colleected at a Singlle Point on Aip
ptek 720 HD D
During record S
Status

1

The camera lens is in the low
wer right corn
ner of the imaage; the micrrophone is on the lower rigght side
corner. Th
he bundle of blue
b
cables att the lower lefft of the imagge (below the SD card slot)) goes to the display,
which is not
n shown in this
t
image.

© 2015 ADFSL
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o the prob
be
We perforrmed peak detection on
data using
g a sliding window noise estimato
or
and a 10 dB detection threshold and theen
calculated the corressponding alliased valuees
expected fo
or a 48 kHz data rate. If the signalls
coupled to
o the audio
o recording componentss,
they were necessarily aliased
a
due to
t the 48 kH
Hz
recording frequency of
o the camera. We theen
compared the
t measured persistent bands in th
he
audio specctrogram to
o the comp
puted aliaseed
probe ban
nds. Spectra
al bands th
hat matcheed
within 5 Hz
H (correspo
onding to the frequenccy
resolution of the eleectromagnetiic spectrum
m)
were countted as match
hes.

Aiptek
Figgure 6 is a histogram showing A
HD7200 persistent bands extrracted from
m the
aliased signals dettected by th
he probe and
d the
bands that had m
matches in tthose signalls. Of
the perrsistent ban
nds found in
n the Aiptek
k 720
HD au
udio track, 333 out of 622 were correelated
with aan aliased band found
d in the p
probe
measurrements of coupled oscilllator signalss. Not
surpris ingly, we d
did not find a match foor all
bands. Filters and amplifierss may resu
ult in
changees in relativee signal am
mplitudes bettween
the EM
M and audioo so that a ssignal detectted in
the EM
M spectra m
may not be observed in
n the
audio ttrack recordiing.

Figure 6.
6 Aiptek 720HD
D Persistent Audio Bands witth Matching E M Signals Extrracted from Prrobe Measurem
ments

While the resultts presenteed here arre
w believe th
he
specific to the Aiptek 720 HD, we
conclusion is genera
alizable to any otheer
camcorder or digital reecording dev
vice. The selffexcitation persistent bands
b
are a function th
he

Page 42

ular mix of ooscillators an
nd resonatorss in a
particu
given ccamcorder. E
Each oscillattor operatess at a
particu
ular frequenccy within a given tolerrance.
Non-lin
near coupling effects and
d aliasing tend to
accentu
uate the diffferences. Wee assess that the
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probabiliity of the id
dentical osccillators in any
a
two diffeerent camera
as having the same ex
xact
nominal frequency is very low,
l
and the
probabiliity of a match am
mong multiiple
oscillatin
ng circuits in
n a camera is even low
wer.
Changing
g a single componentt, such as a
processorr in a particu
ular make orr model deviice,
would lik
kely result in
i frequency
y or amplitu
ude
shifts in coupled speectral featurres. Indeed, we
observed subtle chan
nges in multiiple camcord
ders
of the sam
me make and model.

IMP
PACT OF
O
TRAN
NSCOD
DING
Having determined
d
that
t
all of the
t commerccial
camcordeers tested ex
xhibit narrow
w band specttral
artifacts in captured
d audio filees, and hav
ving
quantified the underrlying physical mechaniism
that links componentts to the obsserved featurres,
we nextt explored the robusstness of the
observable features by applyin
ng transcod
ding
and audio post pro
ocessing to captured files.
Only if the
t self-excittation featurres were rob
bust
to transccoding and audio
a
post prrocessing did
d it
make seense to consider
c
the information
embedded in the artifacts and th
he feasibility
y of
forensic classification
c
n.
In th
his portion of
o the study
y we examin
ned
two cam
meras: the So
ony SR15E and the So
ony
FX7. Thee SR15E pro
oduced clips in the MPE
EG2 format, while the FX7
F
camera produced cllips
in the WMV
W
format. We perform
med the bulk
k of
the anallysis on th
he clips reccorded by the
SR15E, although
a
som
me tests weree conducted on
clips recorded by the FX7 as a consisten
ncy
check.
amination considered a
The first exa
g, hereafter denoted T67
7, produced by
recording
the Sony
y SR15E in MPEG-2 fo
ormat and just
over 19 minutes in length. App
proximately 18
minutes of
o T67 were recorded wh
hile the cam
mera
was in th
he isolation chamber; we
w denoted this
t
portion of
o the clip as
a T67Q. Th
he period wh
hile

© 2015 ADFSL
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the camera reccorded outsside the ch
hamber
includ
ded some h
human vocallization as w
well as
some limited amb
bient noise; this portion
n of the
recor ding is deesignated T
T67V. The Sony
SR155E showed
d predomin
nant, tem
mporally
invarriant spectrral features at a variiety of
frequ
uencies, inclu
uding: 159 H
Hz, 490.5 H
Hz, and
770 H
Hz.
W
We evaluateed the effectt of two d
different
audioo-visual postt processing software paackages:
2.
NV111 and CPD
D10. We looaded the ooriginal
MPE
EG-2 file intoo these pack
kages and ex
xported
it in
nto other formats usiing two different
optioons: (1) no compression and (2) a predefineed setting labeled ‘M
MS Video 1.’ No
proceessing otheer than transcodingg was
perfoormed on th
he file. We calculated spectra
over the duration
n of the enttire T67 reccording,
in th
he various fo
formats, from
m both inside and
outsid
de the isolaation chamb
ber. For sim
mplicity
and p
proof of con
ncept, this aanalysis focu
used on
the reegion of the audio below
w 1000 Hz.
F
Figure 7 shoows three ooverlaid curv
ves for
T67Q
Q, illustratin
ng (1) the audio spectrrum of
the ooriginal MPE
EG-2 file (shown in blu
ue), (2)
the sspectrum of a compresseed AVI file (shown
in ggreen), and (3) the spectrum ffor an
uncom
mpressed AVI file (shoown in red).. In all
cases the frequen
ncy response has been av
veraged
over the duratioon of the T667Q data seet. It is
2

The Nero Vid
deo 11 (NV111) editing soft
ftware is
fully featured and
d allows clipss to be expoorted in
Audioo Video Inteerleave (AVII), Windows Media
Videoo (WMV), an
nd Flash Videeo (FLV) form
mats, in
additiion to some others that were not examined.
The ssoftware allow
wed the impact of bass and treble
boost//reduction, reverb, noise rreduction, as well as
some pre-defined aaudio equalizaation profiles on selfexcitaation audio aartifacts to bee assessed. Cy
yberlink
PowerrDirector 10 (CPD10) prooduced clips eexported
as Diigital Video ((DV) AVI, W
WMV, and M
MPEG-2
formaats, in additioon to some oothers that w
were not
examiined. Unlike NV11, CPD110 did not h
have the
option
n to apply au
udio effects op
ptions to the cclips.

P
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t
transco
oding did no
ot
clear from the figure that
introduce or distortt observed SR15 selff-

excitat ion features.

Figure 7.
7 Low-frequenccy Portion of the
t Audio Specctrum for the P
Portion of Clip
p T67 Recordeed by a Sony S
SR15E,
Transcod
ded and Comprressed

milar process by ingestin
ng
We followed a sim
o 11 and exporting
e
th
he
T67 into Nero Video
recording in
i WMV forrmat, using a predefineed
set of para
ameters to ex
xport the hiighest-qualitty
WMV filee available. The clip
p was theen
truncated at the 4:48 mark
m
and ag
gain exporteed
into WMV
V format. Fig
gure 8 depictts the spectrra

Page 44

for thee three files, with the blu
ue curve shoowing
the speectrum of th
he original M
MPEG-2 filee and
the greeen and red curves indiccating the sp
pectra
of the WMV filess. As beforre, no signifficant
differen
nce appears between th
he observed SR15
audio sspectra in eiither the loccation or streength
of the sspectral linees.
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Figuree 8. Low-frequeency Portion off the Audio Speectrum for Clip
p T67Q, Transccoded in WMV
V Format

a
and
d repeated this
t
process by
We adjusted
ingesting
g the T67
7 files into
o NV11 and
a
exporting
g the record
ding in FLV
V format, ussing
both thee default seettings as well
w
as a prep
defined set
s of param
meters labeled ‘Maximum
Volume.’ Figure 9 shows the results of this
t
process. In this figu
ure, the blu
ue curve ag
gain
representts the spectrrum of the MPEG-2
M
file for
T67Q, while the green and
d red curves
representt the spectrra of the FLV
F
files. The
T
figure shows differen
nces between
n the spectra
a of
the original SR15 audio and trranscoded files.
Most noticeable is the roll-off of frequenccies
above 200 Hz. Stiill, the speectral featu
ures
associated with self-excited noisse in the SR
R15

© 2015 ADFSL
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in th
he original file remaiin visible in the
transscoded file. As an exam
mple, consid
der the
narroow band self-excitation
n feature neear 700
Hz. T
The original MPEG-2 file contains a small
peak approxim
mately 1 dB abovee the
neigh
hboring freq
quencies. In
n the FLV
V files,
howeever, the reelative stren
ngth of th
his line
increaased by app
proximately 1.5 dB. Sim
milarly,
the F
FLV files ex
xhibit a low--intensity lin
ne near
the 9900 Hz mark that was noot noticeablee in the
origin
nal MPEG-22 recording. Since the rred and
green
n curves are nearly coin
ncident, the specific
param
meters used in the FLV
V encoding do not
affectt the modiffication of the self-exccitation
specttrum during the transcod
ding process.
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Figure 9.
9 Low-frequenccy Portion of th
he Audio Specttrum for Clip T
T67Q, Exported
d in FLV Form
mat

peated his process
p
using
g the CPD1
10
We rep
software. In
I this case the MPEG
G-2 files werre
loaded into
o CPD10 an
nd exported
d into WMV
V,
DV AVI, and
a MPEG-2 formats. The
T results of
o
this processs are shown
n in Figure 10
1 and Figurre
11. Figure 10 depicts the
t CPD10 conversion
c
to
t
WMV forrmat, includ
ding the ap
pplication of
o

Dolby 5.1 processing to the sooundtrack. D
Dolby
5.1 p
processing did not introduce any
modificcation in thee location oor strength oof the
spectraal features of interest. Similarly,, the
CPD100 transcodin
ng to DV AV
VI and MPEG-2
(Figuree 11) did not significcantly affectt the
T67Q sspectrum.

Figure 10. Low-frequen
ncy Audio Feattures Associated with SR15E; CPD10 Conveersion to WMV
V Format
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Figuree 11. Low-freq
quency Audio Features Associated with SR
R15E CPD10 Transcoding tto DV AVI (lleft) and
MPEG
G-2 right)

t
analysiis with au
udio
We replicated this
y FX7, wh
hich
spectra extracted frrom a Sony
produces output filess in WMV fo
ormat. The clip
c
designateed T51 wass just over 15 minutes in
length, of
o which approximatel
a
ly 14 minu
utes
were reccorded whilee the camerra was in the
isolation chamber. The isola
ation chamber
portion of the FX7
7 recording is denoted as
T51Q. The
T
period while thee camera was
w
recording
g outside of
o the cham
mber includ
ded

some human voocalization as well ass some
limiteed ambientt noise; thiis portion of the
recor ding is desiggnated T51V
V. The origin
nal T51
WMV
V file was looaded into N
NV11 and ex
xported
into WMV filess using seveeral differen
nt predefineed quality settings. A
As can be sseen in
Figurre 12, the transcoding process prroduced
virtuaally no oobservable change in
n the
charaacteristic seelf-excitation
n spectra ffor the
FX7.

Figuree 12. Low-frequ
uency Portion of
o the Audio Spectrum
S
for th
he Portion of C
Clip T51 Recorrded by a Sony
y FX7 in
an Isollation Chamber as Transcodeed by CD11 and
d Nero
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EF
FFECT
T OF AU
UDIO
PO
OST PR
ROCES
SSING
Some videeo editing software, succh as NV11
1,
enables inv
vestigators to
o apply variious effects to
t
the audio track of a recording.. The NV1
11
software used in this analysis
a
had
d several preedefined filters that could be ap
pplied to th
he
audio traccks. We exercised seveeral of thesse
filters to examine their
t
impacct upon th
he
narrow ban
nd spectral features.
f
The T67
T
recordin
ng (Sony SR15E) wa
as
ingested in
nto NV11, the
t noise red
duction filteer
was appliied using both the (pre-defined
d)
minimum and maxim
mum settings, and th
he
result was exported into
i
WMV format. Th
he
blue curv
ve in Figu
ure 13 illu
ustrates th
he
spectrum of the origiinal MPEG--2 file, whille
the green and
a
red curves depict the spectra of
o
the noise--reduced filles, for miinimum an
nd

maxim
mum reductioon, respectiively. The ffigure
shows that the miinimum noisse reduction filter
had noo significant impact on tthe characteeristic
of the audio spectrum (and in
n fact completely
overlayys the spectrum of the unmodified file),
while the maxim
mum noise reduction filter
lowered
d the overaall amplitud
de in frequeencies
above aapproximateely 150 Hz b
by 2‒3 dB. W
While
some n
noticeable ch
hanges in thee audio specctrum
are asssociated w
with the m
maximum noise
reductiion case, foor example in the rangge of
800‒10000 Hz, the llocation of tthe original SR15
self-exccitation speectral liness is preseerved,
althouggh the stren
ngth of thosee lines above 150
Hz dim
minishes som
mewhat.
Wee also modified the audio track oof the
T67 rrecording by
y applying a ‘large room
reverb’’ effect usingg NV11. Figgure 14 show
ws the
impactt of this proccessing.

Figure 13. Low-frequen
ncy Portion of the
t Audio Specctrum for Clip T67Q with Diffferent Levels oof Noise Reducction
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Figuree 14. Low-frequ
uency Portion of
o the Audio Sp
pectrum for Cliip T67Q with ‘‘Large Room R
Reverb’ Effect

ding
Figurre 15 showss the effect of transcod
over the range from 0 Hz to 10 kHz.
k
While the
addition of the Dollby 5.1 pro
ocessing to the
transcodiing process caused an upswing
u
in the

frequ
uency respon
nse above 7 kHz, transscoding
over the full baand left th
he SR15E sspectral
featu
ures largely u
unaltered in both strenggth and
frequ
uency.

Figuree 15. Partial Au
udio Spectrum for Sony SR15
5E; Male Speakking in Normal Voice and Low
w-level Ambien
nt Noise
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CLASSIF
C
FICAT
TION:
MAKE AND
A
MO
ODEL
The study
y showed that
t
backgrround noisee,
transcoding
g, compresssion, and audio
a
effectts
have miniimal impactt on the self-excitatio
s
on
features of
o the Sony
y FX7 and
d SR15. We
W
believe this conclusio
on is also extensible
e
to
t
other camccorders.
We next consideered the feasibility
f
of
o
feature classification
c
for foreensic devicce
identificatiion based on
o narrow band
b
spectra
al
artifacts reecovered from
m audio. The data set fo
or
classificatio
on experim
ments consissted of th
he
isolation chamber measurement
m
ts discusseed
above, as well as videos
v
down
nloaded from
m
YouTube. This analyssis used onlly download
ds
from camccorders in ou
ur collection with labeleed
make and model. All of the clipss downloadeed
from YouT
Tube had the
t
camera make/modeel
information
n embedded
d in the titlee (e.g., “Son
ny
NexVg Pa
anning Test””). The You
uTube video
os
were down
nloaded in .m
mp4 format [19]. Table 2
lists the makes
m
and models
m
repressented in ou
ur
3
data set.
G to strip au
udio from th
he
We useed FFMPEG
downloaded YouTube clips and save
s
them as
a
.wav files. The first step
s
in the classificatio
on
process co
onsisted of feature ex
xtraction. To
T
support th
his, we generated spectrrograms from
m
each of th
he audio traccks using 5--second, non
noverlapping
g sliding windows
w
of audio data
a.
4
This yieldeed a frequen
ncy resolutio
on of 0.2 Hz.
We did not
n
attemptt to remov
ve speech or
o
background
d noise tha
at might in
nterfere with
spectral artifacts.

Wee used a loccal threshold
ding technique to
detect persistent bands. Eaach spectroogram
consist ed of Nf cellls, where Nf is the numb
ber of
frequen
ncy bins rresulting froom the Foourier
transfoorm of th
he audio data. Con
nsider
frequen
ncy bin q. W
We computeed the averaage of
the am
mplitude of bins q–15 tthrough q–66 and
q+6 th
hrough q+155, thus averaging 10 bin
ns on
each siide of q and ignoring thee 10 cells dirrectly
adjacen
nt to the bin
n of interest (5 on each side).
If the ttest bin amp
plitude exceeeded the av
verage
of the 20 windowin
ng bins by aat least 6 dB
B, we
declareed a detecction. Figurre 16 show
ws a
spectroogram alonggside the ressults of deteection
band p
processing.
Thee green pix
xels in the rright-hand ffigure
represeent frequenccy bins in w
which detecctions
were d
declared. Noote that the detected siignals
may h
have been en
nvironmentaally generateed or
come from the camera hardware itself.
Howev er, most environmen
ntally geneerated
signals evince temp
poral variatiions, whereaas the
self-exccitation
ffeatures
aare
tempoorally
invariaant. We then
n identified persistent p
peaks
by com
mparing conssecutive specctrograms.
Som
me of the recordings contained aaudio
impulsees that un
niformly poopulated a wide
range oof frequenciees for a shorrt period of time.
Duringg these broad
d spectrum iimpulsive sounds,
the baands of inteerest to us were sometimes
hard too detect, butt they reapp
peared at the end
of thee audio imp
pulse. We also used Nero
softwarre to verify
y that we ccould detectt the
same b
bands when
n music waas added too the
audio ttracks using Nero softwaare.

3

Most of
o the data had
h audio traccks sampled at
a
48 kHz. A few
fe data sets were
w
sampled
d at 41kHz.
4

For this
t
analysis we made no
n attempt to
t
remove speeech or bacckground noiise that ma
ay
interfere witth some specttral artifacts.
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Table 2
Data Sets
S
Used in Ma
ake/Model Classsification Anaalysis

Make
Sony
S
Sony
S
JVC
J
Sony
S
Panasonic
P
Panasonic
P
Sony
S
Canon
C
JVC
J
Aiptek
A
Samsung
S

Mod
del
NexVg20
0
HVRHD1
1000
GYHM10
00U
FX7
HMC40P
P
HCV700
hdrcx190
0
Vixia HF R300
HM440
ahd 720p
p
hmx q20
0

Number
of CCameras in
House
0
1
1
1
2
0
0
0
0
2
0

Numberr of
Cameras fro
om
YouTube
Collects
10
10
10
14
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Figuree 16. Spectrogram and Resulting Detections

a
to
o exploit th
hree featuress of
We attempted
the devicces: (1) freq
quencies of the persistent
bands, (2) fundameental frequen
ncies of ban
nds
with many
m
harmo
onics preseent, and (3)
frequenciies of bands in which persistent streaks
were nott detected. For a given
n make/mod
del,
we consid
dered only feeatures that appeared in
n at
least 50 percent
p
of th
he recording
gs by devicess of
that mak
ke/model.

© 2015 ADFSL
A

A
Although it consisted oof several h
hundred
recor dings, our saample set was still limitted in a
statisstical sensee. In gen
neral, the data
requiirement for b
building a u
useful classiffier is a
linearr function of the num
mber of prroblemspeciffic parameeters used to describ
be the
classiifier. In thee case of a simple Baayesian
classiifier, the n
number of training ssamples
needeed to producce a 10 perccent uncertaainty in
classiifier perfoormance, w
when the class

P
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*NH*NF , wh
here NH is th
he
separation is σ, is 10*
he number of
o
number of hypotheses and NF is th
T
linear requirement
r
produced an
a
features. This
incentive to minim
mize the number of
o
hypothesess and features used in
n a classifierr.
Creating a single cla
assifier with
h hypothesees
correspond
ding to every
y available camcorder in
i
the world would havee been impractical. Th
he
classificatio
on problem considered therefore
t
ha
ad
only two hypotheses: the make/
/model is of
o
interest an
nd the make/
/model is no
ot of interestt.
We group
ped all cam
mcorders oth
her than th
he
make/mod
del of inteerest into the latteer
category. To
T test for classificatio
on utility, we
w
used a three-layer peerceptron wiith a hiddeen
layer sigm
moid functiion and evaluated all
a
combinatio
ons of candidate featurres five at a

The algorith
hm selected the combin
nation
time. T
that yiielded the b
best separattion between
n the
make/m
model underr consideratiion and all other
makes//models.
Thee three-lay
yer percepttron used the
featurees that prod
duced the b
best perform
mance
during the featuree selection p
process desccribed
above. We obtained statistiical perform
mance
estimattes by usin
ng a leavee one/somee out
approaach. We traiined the classifier on a cross
section
n of prosu
umer- and consumer-ggrade
camcorrders and tallied correct and incoorrect
decision
ns. We repeated this p
process 30 times
per maake/model. T
Table 3 shoows the resu
ulting
perform
mance statisstics. The aaverage oveer all
makes and modeels was 96 percent coorrect
identifiication with 6 percent faalse alarms.

Table 3
Statistical Ma
ake/Mode Classsification Perfo
ormance Resultts

Make/Model

Pd

STD
D Pd

Pffa

STD Pfa

Panaso
onic HCV700

0.9
99

0.0 6

0..03

0.0
06

Sony FX
X7

0.9
99

0.0 2

0..03

0.0
04

Sony NexVg20

0.9
98

0.1 3

0..06

0.0
09

Samsun
ng hmx q20

0.9
98

0.1 5

0..04

0.2
20

JVC HM
M440

0.9
96

0.0 7

0..02

0.0
04

Aiptek A-HD

0.9
95

0.0 9

0..00

0.0
05

JVC GYHM100

0.9
92

0.1 4

0..13

0.1
14

Sony HVRHD1000

0.9
92

0.1 3

0..14

0.1
18

Panaso
onic HMC40P

0.8
88

0.1 2

0..13

0.1
19

Canon Vixia HF R300
0

0.8
85

0.1 2

0..13

0.1
15

Sony HDRCX190

0.8
80

0.1 1

0..00

0.0
04

CLASSIF
C
FICAT
TION:
SA
AME CA
AMCOR
RDER
The secon
nd classification problem
m resembled
the make/model identtification pro
oblem excep
pt
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that w
we now assesssed the abiility to classsify a
specificc device bassed on audio artifacts from
camcorrders of the same makee and modell. We
conjecttured that allowable manufactturing
toleran
nces in osscillators aand changees of
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secondary components in the camcorder bill of
material over time could alter the mutual
coupling and cross talk by shifting some
frequency lines while attenuating or amplifying
others.
We augmented the data set described
earlier with additional recordings known or
believed to come from the same exact device.
We collected some of the same-device

recordings from in-house devices and harvested
others from YouTube. To find same-camera
recordings, we looked for multiple YouTube
recordings from the same uploader where the
recordings were identified as having come from
the same device (e.g., “Here’s another test
recording from my new Sony FX7”). Table 4
lists the same-camera recordings used for this
part of the analysis.

Table 4
Data Sets Used in Same Camcorder Classification Analysis

Make
Canon
Canon
Canon
Canon
Samsung
Samsung
Samsung
Sony
Panasonic
Panasonic
JVC
Sony
Panasonic
JVC
Sony
Aiptek
Aiptek

Model
Vixia_HF_R300_12
Vixia_HF_R300_12
Vixia_HF_R300_12
Vixia_HF_R300_12
Hmx-q20
Hmx-q20
Hmx-q20
nexVg20
HMC40P
HMC40P
HM440
Hdrcx190
HCV700
GYHM100
FX7
A-HD
A-HD

Feature
extraction,
selection,
and
classification began with the identification of
persistent bands, as discussed previously. In
this case, however, the primary feature we
used was a correlation measure to determine
whether these two recordings came from the
same camera. For each possible pair of
recordings, we created a vector of binary
values Vi, of length equal to the number of
bands in the spectrogram. We assigned an
entry in Vi the value 1 if the corresponding

© 2015 ADFSL

Number of Inhouse Recordings
Used
3
3
3
0
5
5
5
0
2
2
0
0
0
4
4
4
3

Number of
YouTube Recordings
Used
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
0
3
2
3
0
0
0
0

band was occupied and a value of 0 if it was
unoccupied. We calculated three quantities:

S i ,i = ∑ Vi • Vi
S j , j = ∑V j • V j
S i, j

and

,

S i , j = ∑Vi • V j

,

and

.

min( S i ,i , S j , j ) were

used

as

features. The analysis used a three-layer
perceptron as described previously, where the
two hypotheses were “same camera” and
“different camera.” We generated statistics
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o
ou
ut
using 100 iterations off the leave one/some
T
5 sum
mmarizes the performancce
strategy. Table
results, showing on
nly the feeatures tha
at

med better tthan the straategy used in the
perform
make/m
model classiffication.

Table 5
S
Camcord
der Classification Performancce
Statistical Same
Results

analysiis is limited
d by small sample sizee and
much m
more work n
needs to be d
done to assesss the
uniquen
ness of theese features and their infotheorettic content.

Pd
0.93

STD Pdd
0.06

Pfa
0.11

STD Pfa
0.08

LIM
MITATI
IONS OF
O THE
E
ANALY
YSIS AND
A
DIREC
CTION OF
FUTUR
F
RE WO
ORK
This paper reports on the existence of
o
modulation
n
productts
electro
omagneticallly
coupled an
nd aliased onto the digital
d
audiio
track of a variety of consumer and
a
prosumeer
grade cam
mcorder. The
T
electro
omagneticallly
coupled mo
odulation prroducts are manifested
m
as
a
multiple (o
order tens to
o hundreds) narrow
n
band
d,
time invarriant spectral tones. These audiio
tones are of no practtical consequ
uence to th
he
normal op
peration of a camcordeer, but with
long integ
gration they
y can be detected
d
an
nd
extracted. We show that
t
the specctral locatio
on
of these to
ones is entirrely defined by the loca
al
oscillators and imped
dance and circuit
c
boarrd
geometry of the captture instrum
ment and as
a
such encod
des identifyin
ng informatiion about th
he
device used
d to capture the audio fiile.
While we have observed th
hese spectra
al
artifacts in
n every digital audio recording devicce
we have analyzed, the populatiion of audiio
capture deevices we co
onsider in this
t
paper is
i
small and much
m
more work
w
needs to
t be done to
t
assess if electromagn
netically co
oupled audiio
spectral feeatures are universally found in all
a
digital aud
dio recording
g apparatus.
Our in
nitial analyssis suggest the spectra
al
make,
artifacts
encode
model
m
an
nd
manufacturing batch information, however thiis
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Wh
hile we propose a methoodology to ex
xploit
the sp
pectral aud
dio artifactss for camccorder
identifiication,
statistically
designed
experim
ments have y
yet to be performed to aassess
the peerformance oof our tech
hnique acrosss an
operatiionally releevant rangee of condittions,
includi ng environm
mental noise.. We conjeecture
that aaliased aud
dio artifactss could bee coprocesssed with vid
deo data too enhance ov
verall
classificcation but we have y
yet to propoose a
specificc algorithm
m or m
methodology for
implem
menting thiss conjecturee, and havee not
derived
d any quanttitative estim
mate of the infotheorettic content of the au
udio features vis
featurees derived from videoo data succh as
PRNU .
n we
Eleements of the processsing chain
describ
be, such as the peak piicking algorithm,
could themselvess introduce artifactss or
attenuaate legitimaate features and shoulld be
more ccarefully asssessed. Sin
nce the speectral
featurees we reportt are generrally both h
highly
dimenssioned and ttemporally iinvariant we did
not exp
plore the efffect of back
kground noiise or
microp
phone charaacteristics oon classificcation
accuraccy. We an
nticipate a more system
matic
follow on analysiss to include characterizzation
of thee effect oof backgrou
und noise and
microp
phone transsfer function on feeature
extracttion and classsification.
A preliminary analysis deemonstrated that
many temporally invariant features caan be
attribu
uted to coup
pling of mod
dulation products
created
d by the aliaasing of multtiple oscillatoors in
the higghly integraated electron
nic package. We
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anticipate future eleectromagnetic modeling of
the mo
odulation products and
a
couplling
pathwayss will inform
m more optiimal processsing
method. This more complete understand
ding
could alsso inform beetter processing approaches
to detecct, extract and explo
oit the au
udio
spectral features
f
and
d potentially
y uncover other
classes off features.

CONC
CLUSIO
ONS
While audio
a
cross talk is a well-kno
own
phenomeenon, the literature has not previou
usly
reported the presence of self-ex
xcitation no
oise
features in camcord
der audio. We
W observed
d a
plurality of these narrow band
b
specttral
artifacts in a sample of 11 differeent camcord
ders
of differiing make/m
model/year of
o manufacture
and seria
al number.
Thesee spectral feeatures, left largely intact
by transcoding, com
mpression, an
nd other forrms
of audiov
visual post processing,
p
can form highly

© 2015 ADFSL
A

dimen
nsioned feaature vectors that encode
charaacteristics off the specificc camcorder used in
the aaudio capturee, as well ass make- and modelspeciffic characterristics of thee device. In a small
samp
ple, we deemonstrated an averaage Pd
approoaching 0.955 for identifiication of a specific
camccorder in a p
population off similar recoordings
with a Pfa of aboout 0.11. We also demon
nstrated
an aaverage Pd of about 0.93 for correct
assocciation of m
make and m
model of cam
mcorder
based
d on comparrison of audiio spectral ffeatures
extraacted from a small sample of rrandom
YouT
Tube downlooads compaared to a reeference
librarry of spectraal features ccaptured for known
makees and mod
dels of cam
mcorders, w
with an
assocciated Pfa oof about 0.006. Audio sspectral
featu
ures could b
be processed
d independen
ntly or
synerrgistically w
with PRNU--based apprroaches
to en
nhance camcoorder identiffication.
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